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Lehman and Pressey 10 found that special drill "aimed at
specific illegibilities is more efficacious than general drill in
handwriting.'1 The special practice consisted of pointing
out to each child the illegibilities which he frequently made,
showing him how these illegibilities might cause confusion
and how they could be corrected, and requiring him to prac-
tice writing wTords containing the troublesome letters. These
investigators found that a few letters, such as d written like
d, n like u9 r like undotted /, h like li, are responsible for
most of the illegibility in handwriting.
Hildreth n makes the following suggestions for learning
to write in grades four and above:
 1.	Increase the pupils' opportunities to do meaningful writing
assignments.
 2.	Make sure that the letters are formed correctly and do not
force speed at the expense of quality,
 3.	Study any signs of disability or continuance of immature
habits and give differentiated practice as the need is indi-
cated.
 4.	Help children to set for themselves standards of neatness
and legibility and check their written work against these
standards.   In the grades above the sixth, standard scales
for rating quality may be used by the pupils in judging
their own handwriting.    "By the time the eighth grade
is reached, children should be able to write legibly and
without tension between seventy-five to one hundred words
a minute." 12
 5.	Children and teachers should keep samples of writing to
compare with later results.
IMPROVING    DRAWING    ABILITIES
Children's art work may be improved, in the first place,
by acquainting them concretely with ideals of art—organ-
ization, sincerity, attention to significant form, avoidance
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